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Abstract 

This paper focuses on generic Type 4 wind turbine generators 
models, their applicability in modern HVDC connections and 
their capability to provide advanced ancillary services 
therefrom. A point-to-point HVDC offshore connection is 
considered. Issues concerning coordinated HVDC and wind 
farm control as well as the need of a communication link are 
discussed. Two possible control configurations are presented 
and compared. The first is based on a communication link 
transmitting the onshore frequency directly to the wind power 
plant, while the second makes use of a coordinated control 
scheme involving the HVDC converters- The performance 
against frequency disturbances of the two presented 
configurations is assessed and discussed by means of 
simulations. 

1 Introduction 

Historically, wind power has been easily accommodated by 
power systems, despite its volatility and partial 
unpredictability. However, power systems facing a very large 
penetration of renewable energy are now challenged [1] and 
start calling for the provision of ancillary services from wind 
turbines (WTs) and wind power plants (WPPs). Starting from 
low voltage ride through (LVRT) and simple frequency 
control, other advanced ancillary services may be required to 
future WPPs [2,3,4]. Among those, one could mention for 
example inertial response [5], synchronising torque and 
power system stabilisation. 
 
On the other hand, plans already exist regarding the massive 
installation of offshore wind power and high voltage direct 
current (HVDC) interconnectors in the North Sea [6,7]. 
Should such plans materialise, as a consequence of the 
significant distance from shore a large part of the capacity 
will most likely be connected to shore through HVDC 
technology based on voltage source converters (VSCs), due to 
several reasons, among which are e.g. longer possible 
transmission distance through undersea cables, better 
controllability, black-start capability, compactness, etc. 
compared to classical line commutated (LCC) topologies [8]. 
 
Generic WT and WPP models exist and are commonly used 
in power system studies [5,9,10]. It is hence interesting to 

assess their validity and capability of providing inertial 
response, synchronising torque and power system 
stabilisation even when employed in VSC-HVDC 
interconnections. Secondly, control solutions solely based on 
communication should be compared to possible coordinated 
communication-less control schemes which allow for the 
achievement of the same targets [11]. The first step in a 
complete comparison between such different control layouts 
can be the analysis of a point-to-point (P2P) link followed by 
the extension to more complex multi-terminal (MT) HVDC 
grids. 
 

 
Figure 1:  Simplified circuit diagram of P2P HDVC 

connected WPP. 
 
This paper thus focuses on a P2P HVDC connection of a 
WPP, relying on the simplified circuit sketched in Figure 1, 
demonstrating the validity of generic WT models and 
proposing a first comparison between communication-based 
frequency control (hereafter referred to as Option A) and 
coordinated frequency control (hereafter Option B). The 
former is based on transmission of the onshore frequency 
value to the WPP via e.g. optical fibre, whilst the latter aims 
at mirroring the onshore frequency variations onto the 
offshore grid through appropriate control blocks [11]. Only 
frequency droop and inertial contribution are of concern in 
this work. 
 
A brief description of the simulation model is provided in 
Section 2, while the results are shown and discussed in 
Section 3. Conclusive remarks are reported in Section 4, 
where the track for future work is also proposed. 

2 Model description 

Root mean square (RMS) models for WPP and HVDC 
converters have been used for the investigation and 
implemented in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. A brief 
description of the simulation model for WPP and HVDC 
interconnection is given below.   
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2.1 Wind turbine 

The Type 4 wind turbine model used in this investigation 
follows the basic structure of the Type 4 standard wind 
turbine model proposed by the IEC Committee in the IEC 
61400-27-1 [12], nevertheless includes additional features in 
order to address frequency control issues. It is worth noting 
that the standard models for wind turbines [12] are suitable 
for fundamental frequency positive sequence response 
simulations during short term events in the power system, 
such as voltage dips. The response of the Type 4 standard 
model during voltage dips in a power system is for example 
extensively described in [13].    
 
The standard models for wind turbines, described in [12], are 
not able to represent frequency control capabilities. They are 
not   intended for studies with wind speed variability as well 
as not for studies where information on the available power is 
primordial in reflecting the limits in providing ancillary 
services, i.e. inertia control, by the wind power plants in 
specific situations. The Type 4 wind turbine model used in 
this work includes therefore several adjustments and 
extensions of the standard models presented in [12], in order 
to represent the capability of wind turbines to provide active 
power during events in the power system that affect 
frequency. 
 
The extended and adjusted configuration of the standard Type 
4 wind turbine model, used in this work, is illustrated in 
Figure 2. It consists mainly of an aerodynamic model, a pitch 
control, a mechanical model, a generator system (modelled 
via a static generator), an electrical control system and a 
protection system. Besides the electrical control system, 
which includes the active and reactive power control loops, 
there is also a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 
control and a frequency control, which generate the power 
reference signal for the electrical control. 
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Figure 2: Wind turbine model and control. 
 
An adequate complex mechanical model, i.e. a 2-mass model 
similar to that existing in the standard model, is also of great 

significance for frequency control studies, as it  might reflect 
some limits regarding the possibilities of the wind turbines to 
provide  active power  during frequency events. In addition to 
the standard model, the present model contains an 
aerodynamic model and thus also a pitch control model, as 
the coupling between the mechanical model and the 
aerodynamic model is essential for the dynamics of the rotor 
speed, which might reflect the limits for inertia control 
contribution of the wind turbine. 
 
The wind farm model, used in the present investigation, is an 
aggregated wind turbine model. The aggregation method 
provided by PowerFactory DIgSILENT is used. 
PowerFactory offers a built-in directly aggregation technique 
for the electrical system (i.e. generator, power converter, 
transformer, capacitor, inductance) of the wind turbine, while 
the mechanical part of the wind farm aggregated model, is 
modelled as for one individual wind turbine. The mechanical 
power used as input to the aggregated generator is then the 
mechanical output from one turbine multiplied with the 
number of turbines in the wind farm.  

2.2 HVDC interconnection 

The HVDC interconnection is based on two VSCs, modelled 
as ideal voltage sources behind reactances. Built-in converter, 
cable, transformer and overhead line models have been used. 
The transmission capacity is 160 MVA, while the voltage 
level is 380 kV line-to-line on the AC side and ±400 kV on 
the DC link. A brief description of the VSCs’ control blocks 
is given in the following. 
 
Onshore HVDC converter 
 
The onshore HVDC converter acts as DC voltage controller 
and is based on the control diagram depicted in Figure 3. The 
current references provided by the controller are then handled 
by a standard current controller operating in dq reference 
frame and employing a PI block complemented by decoupling 
signals and voltage feed-forward – see e.g. [14]. A standard 
PLL based on Park’s transformation is providing the angle 
reference. 
 

 
Figure 3: Onshore HVDC converter – Control block diagram. 
 
A supplementary frequency controller has been added as 
outermost loop on the d-axis, where the DC voltage reference 
VDC,ref is modulated proportionally to the onshore frequency 
deviation. When active (i.e. with Kf ≠ 0), this loop can be 
used in coordination with a similar control on offshore HVDC 
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converter and WPP to implement the communication-less 
frequency control scheme (Option B). 
 
Offshore HVDC converter 
 
The main duty of the offshore HVDC converter is to steer the 
voltage magnitude and frequency at its point of connection 
(PoC) to the desired references. This is achieved through the 
use of a standard current control which references are 
provided by the outer controller illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Offshore HVDC converter – Control block diagram. 
 
Simply speaking, the control of d- and q-axis voltages allows 
for the control of AC voltage amplitude and angle (and thus 
frequency) respectively. The angle reference is provided by 
the internal PLL, which boils down to an integrator fed by the 
actual frequency reference. 
 
Analogously to what has been done on the onshore converter, 
a DC voltage droop controller has been added, that changes 
the frequency reference proportionally to the DC voltage, 
when activated (i.e. KV ≠ 0). This is utilised when 
implementing the coordinated solution (Option B). 
 
Coordinated frequency control 
 
As stated above, Option B allows for the implementation of a 
coordinated control of the frequency which transports onshore 
variations to the offshore network. As suggested in [11], 
taking the converter controllers action into account, this can 
be summarised by the following equqation: 
 

fOFF = fOFF,set + KVKf (fON-fON,set) + (RDC/vDC) PDC,ON (1) 
 
Eq. (1) is valid in steady-state and considering a π-equivalent 
DC cable model with neglected shunt losses. Its validity is 
extended to the dynamic behaviour if one considers the action 
of onshore DC voltage controller and offshore frequency 
controller to be instantaneous. Also, neglecting RDC, which 
indeed has usually a small value, a perfect proportionality 
between fON and fOFF is obtained. 

2.3 Onshore power system model 

The onshore power system has been modelled as a lumped 
synchronous machine with rated power 5000 MVA. Standard 
block diagrams and parameters for the average turbine and 
governing system and excitation system with AVR have been 
used [15,16,17]. The parameters of the turbine and governing 

system are reported in Appendix A, as they are the most 
relevant for the results presented in this work. 

3 Results and discussion 

Different cases were simulated in order to provide the desired 
comparison between diverse configurations. In the following, 
the scenarios will be referred to as follows: 

 Option A1 – Communication based scheme with 
droop control: the WPP reads the onshore frequency 
through a communication link and provides primary 
frequency control. 

 Option A2 – Communication based scheme with 
droop control and inertial contribution: like Option 
A1 with addition of inertial response. 

 Option B1 – Coordinated scheme with droop 
control: the WPP reads the offshore frequency 
through a PLL and provides primary frequency 
control. 

 Option B2 – Coordinated scheme with droop control 
and inertial contribution: like Option B1 with 
addition of inertial response. 

 
The results are compared to what will be referred to as Base 
Case, i.e. the configuration where the WPP is insensitive to 
any frequency variations. Realistic parameters have been used 
for the internal loops according to well-known tuning 
techniques, while the outermost loop control parameters 
utilised in the Base Case and the other four configurations are 
reported in Appendix A. The parameters for onshore and 
offshore HVDC converter have been selected in order to have 
an offshore frequency which perfectly follows the onshore 
frequency in steady-state. At the same time, maximum 
allowed frequency deviations of ± 0.1 pu are considered, 
corresponding to maximum allowed DC voltage deviations at 
± 0.05 pu. The simulated event is a large positive load step on 
the onshore grid. Starting from an initial 2000 MW demand, 
the consumption is increased by 50%, creating a decreasing 
frequency event. 
 
First of all, the applicability of generic WT models in a VSC-
HVDC connection has been demonstrated and it can be seen 
that their performance as for their capability of providing 
ancillary services is not affected by the DC decoupling – see 
Figures 6 and 7. Secondly, the validity of the coordinated 
solution adopted in Options B1 and B2 is verified. Figure 5 
shows the onshore and offshore frequency for Option B1. As 
can be seen, an almost perfect mirroring effect is achieved. 
Small dynamic deviations are observed due to the interaction 
of DC voltage and offshore voltage controllers. A negligibly 
small steady-state difference is present, due to the increased 
voltage drop across the DC line [11]. This could easily be 
counteracted by gain scheduling of KV or Kf, if needed. 
Equivalently, a supplementary proportional correction 
targeting the onshore power can be added on the onshore 
converter [11]. 
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Figure 5: Option B1: (a) onshore and (b) offshore frequency. 
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Figure 6: Wind power plant power production: (a) Base case 

and (b) Option A1 vs (c) Option B1.  
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Figure 7: Wind power plant power production: (a) Base case 

and (b) Option A2 vs (c) Option B2.  
 

A comparison between Options A and B is reported in Figure 
6 and 7, referring to the schemes without (A1 and B1) and 
with (A2 and B2) inertial contribution respectively. 
 
It can be noticed that the two solutions look basically 
equivalent for this case. Both communication and control 
coordination seem to offer the desired response from the 
HVDC connected WPP. However, this is subject to a number 
of considerations: 

 The onshore AC network has been chosen to be a 
rather weak one. Its rotating masses possess a poor 
inertia and the inherent primary frequency response 
must therefore be reasonably fast. This means that in 
more realistic large grids, where dynamics are 
slower, the performances of Options A and B would 
most likely be even closer to each other. 

 Part of the benefits that Options A2 and especially 
B2 would offer in the first instants after the event 
takes place are erased by the ramp rate limiter on the 
power controller. This issue is elucidated by Figure 
8, where the reference power for the WPP in the two 
Options is reported, together with its ramp-limited 
value. The ramp rate limit is set to ± 0.1 pu/s, that is 
considered a realistic figure for modern WPPs. A 
possible relaxation of such limit, along with optimal 
settings of the control parameters, may improve the 
initial help from the WPP. 

 The communication delay value can also slightly 
change the results for Option A1 and A2. The chosen 
figure, 100 ms, is deemed to be realistic, but could 
be subject to refinement. 

 As long as the disturbances’ origin is a slow onshore 
frequency deviation, the communication delay and 
the ramp rate limitation, although having an 
influence, are not heavily affecting the performance, 
especially in Options A1 and B1, where the ramp 
rate limiter does not play any significant role. This is 
to a large extent true when a P2P connection is 
concerned. However, in other configurations such as 
MT-HVDC, more issues may arise when 
disturbances directly regarding the DC voltage are of 
interest, since their dynamics are faster than usual 
onshore frequency variations. 

 More aspects, going beyond the technical ones, 
should also be accounted for in the final evaluation 
of the above mentioned Options. Reliability and cost 
issues should therefore play an important role in the 
final assessment. 
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Figure 8: Wind power plant power reference in Options A2 

and B2: (a) Power reference and (b) Ramp limited 
power reference. 

4 Conclusion and outlook 

An investigation of the applicability of generic WT models in 
a P2P VSC-HVDC connection has been successfully carried 
out, and it has been demonstrated that their capability to 
provide ancillary services related to disturbances on the 
onshore AC grid is not negatively affected by the decoupling 
introduced by the DC link, as long as they are accompanied 
by appropriate coordination means – be it communication or 
control. 
 
A coordinated control aimed at mirroring onshore frequency 
variations on the offshore frequency has been implemented 
and successfully tested. 
 
Further analysis has been proposed on a comparison between 
solutions employing communication and coordinated control. 
As long as realistic onshore frequency events are concerned, 
the proposed schemes offer similar performance and seem to 
be equivalent from a technical perspective. 
 
Future work should be directed toward the deeper 
investigation of the influence of parameter setting in this 
configuration. Fault-handling can also be examined starting 
from the P2P connection. The focus should then move to the 
MT configuration, where faster dynamics may be involved 
and other issues such as handling of DC faults are still open, 
thus potentially changing the requirements to WPPs. 
Furthermore, the simple aggregation method utilised here for 
the WPP could be argued. The direct application of more 
complex WPP models will therefore be the subject of future 
work. 
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Appendix A – Control parameters 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit 
Kf 
Tf 
KV 
TV 

0 
0 
0 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 

Kf,WF 
Tf,WF 
Kin,WF 
Tin,WF 
Tdel 

0 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 
s 

Table A.1: Control parameters for Base Case. 
 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit 
Kf 
Tf 
KV 
TV 

0 
0 
0 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 

Kf,WF 
Tf,WF 
Kin,WF 
Tin,WF 
Tdel 

2.5 
0 
0 
0.1 
0.1 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 
s 

Table A.2: Control parameters for Option A1. 
 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit 
Kf 
Tf 
KV 
TV 

0 
0 
0 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 

Kf,WF 
Tf,WF 
Kin,WF 
Tin,WF 
Tdel 

2.5 
0 
1.25 
0.1 
0.1 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 
s 

Table A.3: Control parameters for Option A2. 
 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit 
Kf 
Tf 
KV 
TV 

0.5 
0 
2.0 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 

Kf,WF 
Tf,WF 
Kin,WF 
Tin,WF 
Tdel 

2.5 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 
s 

Table A.4: Control parameters for Option B1. 
 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit 
Kf 
Tf 
KV 
TV 

0.5 
0 
2.0 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 

Kf,WF 
Tf,WF 
Kin,WF 
Tin,WF 
Tdel 

2.5 
0 
1.25 
0.1 
0 

pu 
s 
pu 
s 
s 

Table A.5: Control parameters for Option B2. 
 

Parameter Value Unit  
Ksys 
TP 
T1 
H

10 
0.1 
1.0 
5.0 

pu 
s 
s 
s 

System regulating energy 
Governor time constant 
Turbine time constant 
Inertia constant 

Table A.6: Parameters of turbine and governing system for 
equivalent onshore grid (pu on Sbase = 5 GVA). 
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